Comparative analysis of circular agriculture development in selected Western Balkan countries based on sustainable performance indicators

Abstract
Modern agriculture rapidly improves productivity, yet it also pays high price for overconsumption of natural resources and energy use which is not environmentally friendly. To shape a sustainable agricultural future, the Western Balkans countries (WBC) need to tackle key challenges such as pollution, climate change and biodiversity threats. Circular agriculture is a concept that promotes the sustainable use of existing agricultural inputs and products, thus representing a driver of the future agri-food system. The paper considers basic drivers, moving from linear to circular agriculture, and summarises the implications of various performance indicators that drive circular agriculture development in Albania, Macedonia and Serbia. Based on the performance indicators, selected WBC have favourable conditions for switching from linear to circular agriculture and approach the EU level. Besides the indicators relevant to the northern part of Serbia, where «agrokombinats» are changing the general picture of input consumption, all other indicators illustrate favourable conditions for circularity. Technologically, Macedonia is leading in its use of ICTs for circular agriculture. The adoption of sustainable technologies for precision agriculture in the region will optimise the input use and increase productivity. The promotion of smart farming, based on the ongoing debate on the future design of the national agriculture policy to CAP harmonisation and use of EU funds to support farmers who have already taken steps towards digitalisation for circular agriculture, is a must for the region. Serbia has positive trends in organic agriculture, which is a wider accepted concept of the circular approach. However, there is still a need for an integrated farming system to minimise the use of direct energy from harmful resources, as well as fertilisers and pesticides for crop production. Albania shows the best performance in terms of circular agriculture, yet there is a space for improvement regarding socio-economic aspects. Shifting from extensive labour to autonomous force is needed.
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1. Introduction and Brief Literature Review

The agriculture sector is relatively unique and relies on natural resources and cycles as its primary inputs. Resources such as water, soils, nutrients and biodiversity underpin the functioning of ecosystems and the land that provides the space in which we work. We therefore need to be more resource-efficient in the way we use and re-use resources, improving feedback loops and integrating circular economy principles. The circular economy is a system which promotes the reuse, repair, refurbishing, remanufacture and recycling of existing materials and products. At its heart is the idea that growth can be decoupled from resource extraction, and waste can be utilised for both economic benefit and environmental good (World Economic Forum [WEF], 2014). Today, we have a real opportunity, especially with the circular economy so high on the political agenda, to try and make our approach to resource use more sustainable from the beginning because countries that are proactive in moving to a circular economy will get larger economic benefits (Haaranen, 2015).

To benefit in the transition to a circular economy, the European Commission (EC) has brought together a series of existing policies and tools within the «Circular Economy Package» that includes a range of actions covering the whole value chain, a revised legislative proposal on waste recycling and waste management, a revised legislative proposal on waste recycling and waste management, and a revised legislative proposal on waste recycling and waste management (European Commission [EC], 2016). In addition, it includes the Biodiversity Strategy (EC, 2011b), the main aim of which is to refer to the maintenance of the natural capital and resources as a critical economic asset (Mazza and ten Brink, 2012). The concept of circular economy approach can raise the cost-effectiveness not only in developed economies but also in developing economies, as their industries are more material sensitive, which means that they could realise even more relative savings by implementing circular business model (WEF, 2014). Nowadays, the economic development in the WBC is putting additional strains on the environment, affecting primarily resource use, waste and biodiversity that are crucial for circu-

lar agriculture development in Albania, Macedonia and Serbia. This paper summarises the implications of various performance indicators that drive the future trend of the circular agriculture development in the Western Balkan region. The paper considers basic drivers moving from linear to circular agriculture and the demand for related performance indicators. Due to the novel holistic approach, the parameters of circularity can be determined for either the given product or the system in its entirety, and excavating the system inefficiencies causing non-sustainability becomes possible (Fogarassy, Orosz & Dzsavári, 2016). Therefore, such basic concepts do not capture the agricultural impact of resources extraction and use as well as the objective of using agricultural inputs such as fertilisers or energy more efficiently.

According to three components of sustainability, Fogarassy and Bakoşné (2014) proposed economic, ecological and technological performance indicators, whereas authors additionally choose input, energy use, productivity and a social indicator for measuring agricultural circularity. Therefore, the authors have developed five sub-indicators per each indicator of specific performance characterising single parts of the system of concern (Bockstaller, Girardin & van der Werf, 1997) to have a balance between the different aspects, since they have the same significance for circularity. Considering sustainable agriculture in the global context, performance sub-indicators were developed for assessing the circular agriculture concept (Namibi, Gupta, Fu, & Li, 2001) based on social and policy relevance which is suitable for different scales and sensitive to variations in management, and acceptability.

Taking into consideration the lack of data and the fact that the selected countries' agricultural censuses were in different
years, data availability and reliability was difficult to structure. The analysed data for the 2002-2015 period was partly adjusted for the research needs by using a linear trend between the earliest and latest available data for a given year.

AHP Method and similar approach to Zhang, Wang, & Chen (2003) has been used to assign weight to the composed indicators system. Standardisation of the raw data was made by the following method:

**Performance indicator:**

Positive

\[ X'ij = \frac{Xij}{X_i} \]  

Negative

\[ X'ij = \frac{X_i}{Xij} \]  

where:

- \( Xij \) - the original value of the indicator;
- \( X'ij \) - the standardised value of the indicator;
- \( X_i \) - the original value of \( Cn \) indices of circular economy development in a given country.

### 3. Results

Modern agriculture not only rapidly improves productivity, but also pays its high price for over-consumption of natural resources and energy use which is not environmentally friendly.

As can be seen from the findings (Figure 1a), only Serbia's farms produce products at a lower opportunity cost than the other two countries as their Gross Production Value is significantly higher. Production indices are low in the three countries. They need changes in utilisation and demands for resources. This means that the selected countries have to implement measures to increase the productivity of their farms, and at the same time find ways to ensure that future generations will also have full access to and enough resources to continue.

As can be seen from the findings (Figure 1b), current practises applied by the selected countries are not sustainable. Even though Serbia's Production Value is high, the energy consumption and wood fuel production for agriculture purposes is high, too. Macedonia is the only one among the selected countries which mostly relies on mechanisation power instead of direct energy use for agriculture production with the highest percentage of bioenergy production. Albania's direct energy consumption for agriculture is the highest among the selected countries. A low level of mechanisation, as well as a lack of technology and alternative sources of energy followed by inefficient subsidy systems, makes the selected countries' agriculture sector unsustainable energy user which needs fast changes to provide sustainable production.

Taking into consideration low GDP per capita and PPP in the Western Balkans, inputs application on the farms is based on a minimum level and is only relevant the given crop production. The lack of information and knowledge on production shows that Albania and Macedonia have pre-conditions for circular agriculture (Figure 2a). Based on the region's surface, diversified landscape and current trends on organic production, these two countries are efficiently managing input use on their farms. Serbia is showing differently, but this may disturb the general picture because of the lowland they have in the northern part, while agriculture production is most developed and intensified in its central and southern parts where landscape is mostly hilly and mountainous.

Climate changes are more than visible in the region. During the previous decade, there were several drought seasons, floods and cold winters that changed the agricultural sector, especially in terms of irrigation and soil management. Albania has the most developed irrigation system in planning and management of which comes from the previous political system. Transition from one system to another, which was determined by rapid changes, also affects the irrigation systems in Serbia and Macedonia, thus leading to privatisation of water management companies and collapse of the irrigation networks. However, by using appropriate technologies, Serbia and Macedonia are showing positive results in circular water management. In addition, Serbia has a significant increase in area under organic production, which is mostly in the central and southern part of the country. In the northern part, where under socialism agricultural value chains were dominated by large vertically integrated «agrocombines», there were output-driven leads to higher CO\textsubscript{2} emissions from the sector, if compared to Albania and Macedonia (Figure 2b).

Due to the lack of effective socio-economic long-term strategies, rural inhabitants often end up poor in the absence of any frequent remittance flows (Trendov & Vasa, 2015). Based on the findings (Figure 3a), Serbia and Albania belong to the group of the countries with a low level of inequality, while Macedonia has a medium level of inequality.

In the era of Yugoslavia, Serbia had the most developed R&D centres, many of which today remain the most powerful and influential in the region. From this point, Serbia's R&D expenditures are expected to be higher than those of Albania and Macedonia together. In Albania, labour force involved in agriculture represents the backbone of rural economy. Characterised by poor road infrastructure and a lack of agricultural mechanisation, Albania is still lagging behind in the modernisation process. In general, the socio-economic sub-indicators are a weak precondition for circular agriculture in the selected countries.

There are noticeable technological deficiencies in the selected countries (Figure 3b) and ICT for agriculture remains a non-developed sector. There are two reasons for that. Firstly, the average size of farms is relatively small, with 1.2 ha in Albania, 2.5 ha in Serbia and 1.4 ha in Macedonia (Arcotras, 2006). Secondly, the arable land is divided into several small parcels. In such conditions, introduction of technologies...
becomes more difficult, which requires special solutions. On one hand, the presence of young people in the agricultural sector is limited, and the tendency of the youth leaving farms and country is evident in the region. On the other hand, the growth of IT companies and the number of students enrolled in IT science education is huge potential in terms of introducing ICTs. This applies especially to innovations in ICTs for circular agriculture.

4. Conclusion

Based on the performance indicators, the selected countries have good preconditions for shifting from linear to circular agriculture (Figure 4). Taking into consideration its diversified landscape, traditional production methods and climate conditions, Western Balkans have a pathway to their full integration into circular agriculture. Besides the indicators relevant to the northern part of Serbia, where «agrokombinats» are changing the general picture of input consumption, all other indicators illustrate favourable conditions for circularity. Technologically, Macedonia is leading in its use of ICTs for circular agriculture. The adoption of sustainable technologies for precision agriculture in the region will optimise the input use and increase productivity. The promotion of smart farming, based on the ongoing debate on the future design of the national agriculture policy to CAP harmonisation and use of EU funds to support farmers who have already taken steps towards digitalisation for circular agriculture, is a must for the region. Effective energy use, through investments in alternative resources for farming purposes, as most EU countries have nowadays, especially Denmark and the Netherlands, is to be emphasised. Macedonia has to focus more on responsible use of natural resources and water management, thus increasing its environmental performance and enabling a circular approach through sustainable practices.

Serbia has positive trends in organic agriculture, which is a wider accepted concept of the circular approach. However, there is still a need for an integrated farming system to minimise the use of direct energy from harmful resources, as well as fertilisers and pesticides for crop production. Increased use of renewable energy sources, organic fertilisers and pesticides may significantly change farming in Serbia from linear to circular. Albania shows the best performance in terms of circular agriculture, yet there is a space for improvement regarding socio-economic aspects. Shifting from extensive labour to autonomous force is needed. Also, increased socio-economic benefits for rural community in terms of training and support for the implementation of circular agriculture on their farms, followed by subsidies for innovations and technologies, are the very components that have to be prioritised by policy-makers.

Introducing laws on circular agriculture, supported by financial and knowledgable experience from the EU28, will boost WBC’s integration and harmonisation with the EU CAP strategy on bio-based economy and circular agriculture as well. However, to achieve this, a re-evaluation of the national agricultural policies has to be tackled, enabling a shift towards circular agriculture.
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